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Experimental calibration of centrally loaded built-up battened
compression members
G.M. El-Mahdy
The British University in Egypt (BUE), El-Sherouk City, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT: There is a large diversity in the requirements for designing built-up compression
members between international design codes. Most codes, including the North American standards and specifications specify the use of an equivalent or modified slenderness ratio. In general,
all North American standards and specifications agree on the need of using a modified slenderness ratio, but differ in the factor used to multiply the local slenderness ratio. Theoretically it is
difficult to estimate the exact value of this factor, and using experimental methods does not capture the exact value of this factor either. Hence, a different approach is needed to determine the
value of this factor. In this paper an experimental method to determine the exact value of the
modified slenderness ratio of a built-up compression member by comparing it to the slenderness
ratio of a solid column is given. The results are further illustrated using finite element modeling.

1 INTRODUCTION
Built-up compression members composed of two steel sections interconnected along the open
web, as shown in Figure 1, exhibit an increase in flexibility due to the effect of shear when
compared to solid columns with the same cross-sectional inertia. This leads to a decrease in
compression resistance of the member. In general, international codes, standards, and specifications handle this problem by using an equivalent or modified slenderness ratio as outlined by
Beedle (1991). In most codes, this modified slenderness ratio is in the form of the square root
of the square of the integral slenderness ratio plus the square of the slenderness ratio of one
main member between interconnectors multiplied by a factor, as given in Equation 1.

m  2o  ( K i i ) 2
(1)
where m = modified slenderness ratio about the axis that passes through the open web; o =
slenderness ratio of the integral column about the same axis; i = slenderness ratio of the main
members between interconnectors; Ki = factor that represents the end conditions of the main
members between interconnectors.
A second requirement given in international codes, standards, and specifications is to limit
the slenderness ratio of the main members between interconnectors, as given in Equation 2.
However, this limit differs from code to code (Beedle 1991).

i  bi o

(2)

where bi = factor which is less than 1.
The theoretical background to using a modified slenderness ratio is to account for the effect
of shear (Timoshenko and Gere 1961). The purpose of limiting the effective length factor of the

main members in between interconnectors is to prevent the occurrence of simultaneous local
and global buckling (Bažant and Cedolin 1994).
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Figure 1: Built-up compression members with: (a) perforated cover plates; (b) lacing bars; (c) batten
plates.

This paper presents a brief review of the development of the modified slenderness ratio in the
AISC specifications (AISC 2005, 2010 & 2016), as well as, the requirements of the Canadian
Standard S16-14 (CSA 2014), and the Egyptian Code of Practice for the design of steel structures (ECP 2001 & 2007). Previous experimental results are presented to demonstrate the limitations of using them to determine the exact factor, Ki, in the modified slenderness ratio formula.
An experimental example of the proposed calibration method is given backed by the results of a
3D finite element model.
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The concept of using an equivalent or modified slenderness ratio was first introduced into the
first edition of the AISC LRFD Specification in 1986 (AISC 1986) and was developed by Zahn
and Haaijer (1987) based on experimental results conducted by Zandonini (1985) and Astaneh
et al. (1985). In this edition of the AISC – LRFD Specification for Structural Steel Buildings,
the modified slenderness ratio was taken as:
a) For intermediate connectors that are snug-tight bolted,
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b) For intermediate connectors that are welded or pretensioned bolted,
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where (KL/r)m = modified column slenderness of the built-up member; (KL/r)o = column slenderness of built-up member acting as a unit; a/ri = largest column slenderness of individual
components where a = distance between connectors (see Fig. 1) and ri = minimum radius of gy-

with a / ri  50

ration of individual components. Equations 3-5 were mainly specified for built-up members
with the main members interconnected using perforated cover plates or lacing with tie plates at
the ends as shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). Using batten plates, Figure 1 (c), to interconnect the
main members was not specifically covered.
Based on the analysis of battened columns by Bleich (1952), Aslani and Goel (1991a) proposed a new formula for the modified slenderness ratio which was introduced into the second
and third editions of the AISC-LRFD specification, as well as, in the 2005 specification (AISC
2005). This new formula replaced Equations 4 and 5 and took into account the separation ratio
between the main members, . Hence for intermediate connectors that are welded or pretensioned bolted the modified slenderness ratio became:
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where  = separation ratio equal to h/2rib; h = distance between centroids of individual components perpendicular to the member axis of buckling (see Fig. 1); rib = radius of gyration of an
individual component relative to its centroidal axis parallel to the member axis of buckling.
Although this formula was derived based on Bleich’s (1952) analysis of battened columns, the
AISC specification (AISC 2005) did not specifically cover battened columns.
Duan and Chen (1988), based on the same experimental data used by Zahn and Haaijer
(1987) proposed a simpler empirical formula for the modified slenderness ratio, which was first
adopted by the Canadian Standard S16.1-M89 (CSA 1989) and has been specified by all later
editions of this standard. This simpler formula takes the modified slenderness ratio as:
2
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where Km = effective length factor for the main members between interconnectors and is taken
as 1.0 for snug-tight bolted connections and 0.65 for welded and pretensioned bolted connectors. However, based on test results conducted by Temple and Elmahdy (1995, 1996) and
Elmahdy (2008a) it was found that the above mentioned values for Km were applicable to builtup members that are in contact or separated by filler plates, but for built-up members composed
of two interconnected shapes separated by batten plates (or lacing bars) the Km factor should be
taken as 1.0.
Finally, as more test data became available (Zandonini 1985; Astaneh et al. 1985; Aslani and
Goel 1991b; Temple and Elmahdy 1993, 1995 & 1996; Sherman and Yura 1998; and Lue et al.
2004) Sato and Uang (2007) developed Equation 7 using a statistical analysis to derive more
values for the Km or Ki factor which was adopted in the 2010 AISC specification (AISC 2010 &
2016). These specifications specified Equation 3 for snug-tight bolted connectors, and the following for intermediate connectors that are welded or are connected by means of pretensioned
bolts:
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where Ki = 0.50 for angles back-to-back
= 0.75 for channels back-to-back
= 0.86 for all other cases.
The Egyptian Codes of Practice (ECP 2001 & 2007) also use a form of Equation 9 but with a Ki
value of 1.25 for battened columns and 1.0 for laced columns, which is much more conservative
than North American standards and specifications.
The EuroCode 3 (EC3 2003) is the only code that has not yet adopted the concept of using a
modified slenderness ratio; instead it uses a continuous (smeared) shear stiffness of the column.

3 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 2 plots the experimental results of various previous researches using the Ki factors given
in Equation 9 comparing the experimental results with the AISC column curve (AISC 2016) and
the Euler curve. It can be seen from the scatter of results, especially in Figures 2(b) and (d) that
the exact value of the Ki factor cannot be verified by conducting direct compression tests on
struts. Also, from Figures 2(a), (c), (e), and (f), it is hard to decide which curve should be used
to find the exact value of the Ki factor. This is in addition to any uncertainties in the measured
experimental failure load. This leads to the need of further research into the appropriate factor
for Ki that should be used for the modified or equivalent slenderness ratio formula.
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Figure 2: Previous experimental results with Ki factors from the 2010 AISC specification.
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4 PROPOSED CALIBRATION METHOD
Determining the exact modified slenderness ratio experimentally for each type of interconnector
and its type of connection has proven to be difficult using direct compression tests due to the
many uncertainties involved. To eliminate the redundancies involved in determining the slenderness ratio from a measure of the load carrying capacity of the built-up compression member,
a comparison of the equivalent slenderness ratio to a fixed integral slenderness ratio is proposed.
This is to be done by loading the member and seeing which mode of buckling governs, and at
which integral slenderness ratio both modes of buckling govern, which confirms that the equivalent slenderness ratio is equal to the integral slenderness ratio. As the purpose of this calibration
method is to determine the effect of shear on a certain type of interconnector and its connection
to the main member it is recommended that double channel sections be used to eliminate the occurrence of flexural-torsional buckling, which occurs in angles, as shown in Figure 3(a). Similarly, double I-sections can also be used. The results of this method can also be used to assess
the equivalent slenderness ratio of built-up compression members composed of steel shapes that
have more than one axis passing through an open web, such as a four-corner angle configura-

tion. Its results may also be useful for built-up members with only one axis of symmetry where
one of the modes of buckling is flexural-torsional buckling, as in the case of double back-toback angles. Although, the effect of local buckling about an axis that is not parallel to the overall buckling axis, as in the case of using angle sections, requires further consideration, however,
the effect of shear on these members can be accounted for.
The different types of interconnectors used commonly in practice that need to be calibrated
are lacing bars, batten plates, button plates as in the case of intermittent fillers, and perforated
cover plates. In addition to these types of interconnectors, the different types of connection for
each type of interconnector, must also be calibrated such as fully welded connections, partially
welded connections, high-strength pretensioned bolted connections, snug-tight bolted or riveted
connections, as well as, the different number of connecting bolts for a connection.
The test specimens had a cross section as shown in Figure 3(a) which consisted of two C75x6
channel sections placed toe-to-toe with a separation of 7.56 mm. This gave an equal moment of
inertia, I, about both the X- and Y-axes of 1.34x106 mm4 and a radius of gyration, r, of 29.6 mm.
The length of the specimens, L, was 3552 mm giving an integral slenderness ratio L/r of 120
about both axes assuming pinned end conditions.
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Figure 3: Details of experimental specimens.

4 interconnectors

Figure 4: Schematic details of test specimens

In order to range the modified slenderness ratio about the axis that passes through the open
web, the Y-axis, to a value greater than, equal to, and less than the slenderness ratio of the integral member about the axis that passes through the closed web, the X-axis, for this configuration
of double channels, the end condition about the former axis, the Y-axis, was taken as fixed and
the end condition about the latter axis, the X-axis, was taken as fully pinned, as shown in Figure
3(b). Also, the number of interconnectors was ranged from one to four to find a pivotal modified slenderness ratio, as represented schematically in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 3(c) shows the
test set-up for the pivotal specimen with 2 interconnectors. The interconnectors used were bat-

ten plates having dimensions of 63.5x63.5x3.18 mm, which were fully welded along all sides to
the main members giving a rigidly connected connection. The minimum radius of gyration of
the C75x6 channel sections was 10.1 mm. Naturally, finding the exact length at which there is
an exact pivot in the equivalent slenderness ratio may take a few trials. However, as the results
obtained using this method can be applied to built-up compression members with similar types
of interconnectors and connections and with any number of interconnectors to obtain a more accurate value of the equivalent slenderness ratio, this may still be worth the extra experimental
testing required.
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of governing slenderness ratio calculated using a Ki factor of 0.86.

Tension tests conducted on coupons taken from the web of the channel sections showed that the
channel sections had an average yield stress, Fy, of 351 MPa and an average modulus of elasticity, E, of 208 GPa. The interconnector material had a yield stress of Fy = 595 MPa and a modulus
of elasticity of E = 217 GPa.
Table 1 shows the buckling mode and experimental buckling load obtained during testing. It
can be seen that the specimen with two interconnectors was the pivotal specimen and hence a
further study of this specimen is needed using a finite element model.
Table 1. Mode of failure and experimental buckling load of test specimens.
No. of interPexpt.
Buckling mode
connectors
(kN)
1
Y-axis
109.3
2
Combined X- and Y-axis
208.1
3
X-axis
217.7
4
X-axis
212.3

5 FINITE ELEMENT VERIFICATION
To further study the behavior of the pivotal specimen with two interconnectors a nonlinear finite
element analysis was conducted varying the initial imperfections xo and yo in the X- and Y- directions, respectively, to see if there was any imperfection sensitivity with regards to the governing mode of buckling. The finite element analysis was conducted using ABAQUS (1995), a
finite element package. The channel elements and end plates were modeled using 8-node, doubly curved shell elements with reduced integration suitable for thick elements, and the batten
plates were modeled using 4-node shell elements suitable for thin elements. The displaced configurations of the specimen with two interconnectors are shown in Figure 6.
For the finite element model shown in Figure 6 the initial imperfections xo and yo were varied
from 0.1 mm to 3.55 mm (L/1000) in both the X- and Y-directions, respectively. The matrix of
results was documented in Elmahdy (2008b). Figure 7 shows the plots of the imperfection surface for this specimen. The failure load varied from 220 kN to 184 kN and the buckling mode
pivoted from buckling about the X-axis to buckling about the Y-axis as determined by the maximum displacement in the X-direction and the maximum displacement in the Y-direction. Hence
this specimen is a good specimen to set the criteria for determining the value of Ki in the modified slenderness ratio formula. Equating the modified slenderness ratio of this specimen about
the Y-axis to the integral slenderness ratio about the X-axis (120) gave a value for Ki of 0.95.
This shows that the Sato and Uang’s (2007) presumption of using a Ki value of 0.86 for double

channel members placed toe-to-toe given in the AISC specification is un-conservative and not
accurate. Further research is needed to determine the correct Ki values for different types of interconnectors and their connections.

Figure 6. Displaced configuration of finite element model of specimen with two interconnectors.
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Figure 7. Finite element analysis imperfection surface.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Determining the exact modified slenderness ratio for a certain type of interconnector and its
connection to the main member from simply using the failure load of a test specimen has proven
to be impossible, as this failure load in itself has many other factors it is dependent on. The new
proposed method to determine the modified slenderness ratio for a certain type of interconnector
and its connection to the main member by comparing it to a fixed integral slenderness ratio is a
more accurate method of determining the Ki factor in the modified slenderness ratio formula. It
means more experimental tests; however, the results obtained can be used to tabulate the Ki factor for different types of interconnectors and their connection to the main members. It is believed that by using this method all types of interconnectors and their connection to the main
members may be evaluated experimentally and tabulated for further use in developing design
standards or verifying the load carrying capacity of existing built-up compression members.
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